Summary

This volume brings together a collection of papers dealing with the philosopher, humanist, and peace activist Bertrand Russell. The various papers deal with Russell’s life, thought, and work. The organizing idea behind the book is that Russell remains intensely relevant to our intellectual life today, more than four decades after his death. The aim, therefore, has been to show what Russell has to contribute to questions of interest to the contemporary reader in a variety of fields.

The primary audience for this book is, of course, the world of Russell studies. Scholars focused on Russell will appreciate the contributions the book’s essays make to the many ongoing conversations regarding the philosopher. But readers outside this field will find the book a welcoming invitation to join one or more of these conversations. Philosophers, for example, will appreciate both the historical essays connecting Russell’s work to that of Wittgenstein, Carnap, and Husserl. They will also enjoy the new treatment given to one of Russell’s most famous works, The Problems of Philosophy. Readers interested in religion can learn from both the extended analysis of Russell’s book Religion and Science and the paper comparing Russell’s approach to spirituality with that of contemporary New Atheist Sam Harris. An essay on Russell’s approach to peace practice will inform readers from both peace studies and education.

And those who enjoy biography will enjoy learning more about Russell the man—his family, his life, and his loves. They can also enjoy an extended mediation upon the lessons biography has to offer the world of philosophy.

Above all, Bertrand Russell’s Life and Legacy invites the reader into Russell’s world—a world that should prove of interest to both philosophers and non-philosophers for many years to come.